FROM PRACTICING TO PROFESSING
Northeast People of Legal Scholarship Conference
October 25, 2012
Hosted by Suffolk Law School
Come find out from our panelists discuss how to break into legal academia and how to teach law students in the 21st Century.

1:00-2:30: Pre-Professor Session on Preparing to Teach
2:45-4:15: Pre-Professor Session on Successful Call-Back Strategies
MaryLu Bilek, Dean, UMass School of Law
Pamela Edwards, CUNY School of Law, Professor of Law
Hope Lewis, Northeastern University School of Law, Professor of Law

4:30-6:00: How Cognitive Theory Can Inform Law Teaching
Law teachers have been focusing on ways to assess and engage our students more effectively in accordance with the recommendations of the Carnegie and MacCrate reports.
Shailini George, Suffolk University Law School
Rosa Kim, Suffolk University Law School

*****To register for this half day session, e-mail diversity-center@law.cuny.edu*****
Co-sponsored by the CUNY Center for Diversity in the Legal Profession